
Slapback Card Game 

Rules 

by James Wymore 

 

Introduction 
 Slapback Card Game is a blow-by-blow attack engine designed to model almost any kind 

of conflict.  With characters taken from the stories of James Wymore, players can mix and match 

their favorite heroes and villains in a fast paced battle.  Using a game system simple enough for 

young players to understand, the razor’s edge strategy will keep players of all ages on the edge of 

their seat until the final knockout. 

 

Equipment 
 You need: 

  * 2 power packs, one for each player (consisting of a standard set of 27 cards) 

  * 2 character cards, one for each player 

  * 8 special cards, 4 that match each player’s character card 

  * 2 level markers, one for each player 

  * Several counters 

  * 1 six-sided die (preferably with a cool picture replacing 1 and/or 6) 

 

Set-up 
 Each player shuffles the 4 special cards for their character into their power pack.  This 

becomes their draw pile.  Set it face down on the table next to the matching character card.  Place 

the level marker so it is pointing to “Level 8” on the character card.  Determine who is first.  The 

youngest player goes first, unless both players are older than 13.  In that case, roll for it. 

 

Turns 
 If it is your turn, start by rolling the die.  Compare the result to the chart below and take 

the indicated action. 

 

 Result Action 

1 Free Hit!  Opponent moves their level marker down one level and your turn ends. 

2 – 5 Both players draw the number of cards indicated on the die. 

 6 Roll Again 

   

 On a roll of 2, 3, 4, or 5, both players draw the same number of cards.  The player who 

rolled the die is the first attacker.  The other player starts as the defender.  Each turn consists of 

several rounds (usually one for each card in hand). 

 The attacker chooses one card from his or her hand and plays it as an attack against the 

defender.  The defending player then looks for any card that has the same number or icon as the 

attacker’s card.  (For example, a 4  attack can be blocked by a “4” of any suit or a “ ” card of 

any number.)  The four suits are mind , body  , tools , and power .  Some cards in the 

power pack have all four icons on them.    These cards are called “block anything” cards 

because they can block any standard power card and many special cards used as an attack.  After 

both players play their card, consult the chart below to determine the outcome of the round. 

 



 Block- If the defender successfully blocks the attack, both players discard their cards face 

up in the discard pile (next to the draw pile).  The first round ends.  Then the players change 

roles and the defending player now becomes the attacker.  The player who initially rolled the die 

this turn becomes the defender. 

 Slapback- If the defender blocks the attack with a card that has the same number AND 

icon on it, it is called a “slapback.”  Both players put the played cards into the discard pile.  The 

attacker moves his or her level marker down one level.  The players change roles and the 

defender attacks next round. 

 Hit- If the defender does not have a card with the necessary number or icon to block the 

attack, the attacker succeeds.  The defender discards any one card from hand and moves his or 

her level marker down one level.  The attacker then discards and players trade roles. 

 

 Special cards are usually better than regular power pack cards at attacking or defending.  

If a special card is played during any round, the text on the card overrides any regular rules for 

that one round (or longer if the card text says so). 

 The rounds continue, with players changing roles between attacker and defender, until 

both players run out of cards.  Both players should always run out of cards together.  When that 

happens, the turn ends.  Now the player who did not roll the die last turn starts their turn (by 

rolling the die). 

 

Character Sheet Modifiers 
 Some of the levels on a character sheet will have modifiers for specific power cards.  (For 

example, Level 4 might say “5 Weakness.”)  When the level marker is pointing at a level with 

a modifier, the following rules apply. 

 

 Modifier Rule 

Weakness Anytime an opponent uses this exact power card against this character in 

an attack (not a special or block anything card) it hits automatically and 

cannot be blocked.  The defender discards any one card and moves the 

level marker down one level.  Then trade roles and continue the turn. 

Super If this player uses this exact power card (not a special or block anything 

card) to attack, nothing can block it.  The defender moves their level 

marker down one and discards any one card.  Then trade roles. 

Immune No attack using this power card (not a special or block anything card) can 

succeed against this character.  If the attacker uses this card, any card in 

the defender’s hand can be discarded to block the attack.  Then trade roles. 

 

 If the attacker has a super that exactly matches the weakness of the defender, any attack 

with that number and icon on it cannot be blocked and the defender loses two levels instead of 

one. 

 If the attacker has a power that exactly matches the immune of a defender, both modifiers 

are cancelled while the characters are on those levels. 

 All characters have a special ability that applies when they reach Level 1.  Level 1 ability 

rules trump all character sheet modifiers and special card rules if they contradict each other. 

 

Winning 
 Players take turns until one player is reduced below Level 1.  Whichever player causes 

their opponent to move the level marker below Level 1, wins the game. 


